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Classic Roman Shade
Manual Installation
TOOLS NEEDED

Pencil

Measuring
Tape

Level

Screwdriver

Drill with
bits

INSTALLING THE BRACKETS
BRACKET SPACING

CEILING AND WALL BRACKETS
Wall Bracket
Arm

Ceiling
Ceiling Bracket
Front Teeth

2"

Space Evenly

2"

Ceiling Bracket
Back Teeth

Wall

Shade Width

Mount into wood or metal studs or into concrete with concrete anchors. Drywall anchors are not recommended.
Determine the mounting location. Place the brackets 2" in from the width of the shade on both sides. If more than two installation brackets came with
your order, space additional bracket(s) evenly between the two end brackets.
Mount brackets with the screws provided. Pre-drilling is recommended. Check that the brackets are level and aligned.
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Classic Roman Shade
Manual Installation
WALL BRACKET SHADE INSTALLATION
LOCKED BRACKETS

OPEN BRACKETS

Make sure all the brackets are in the open
position.
Place the headrail flush below the brackets and
push the arm of the each bracket into the locked
position.
Make sure the bracket catches under the ridges
of the headrail.
REMOVING ROMAN SHADE

Securely hold the headrail. Push the arm of the
brackets back to the unlocked position. Use a
flathead screwdriver between the arm and the
top of the shade if necessary.
Remove the shade from the brackets.

CEILING BRACKET SHADE INSTALLATION
REMOVING ROMAN SHADE

Angle the shade so that
the front ridge of the
headrail can rest on the
front teeth of the bracket.
1

1

2

1

Push the headrail
towards the back of the
brackets and lift the back
of the shade until the
headrail catches on the
back teeth of the
brackets.

1

2
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Securely hold the
headrail. Push the
headrail towards the back
of the shade and tilt the
back of the shade down
until the headrail releases
from the back teeth of
the bracket. Move the
headrail towards the front
of the shade to remove
completely from the
brackets.

